Government Engineering College, Modasa
Departments of Computer Engineering / Information Technology
“Motivational Talk on Startup”
On Date 27/7/2018 Computer Engineering and Information Technology Departments of GEC,
Modasa has organized the “SSIP Motivation Program”. This program was organized for the
students of the CE & IT Department of semester 3rd , 5th & 7th.

Mr. Shahil Shah delivering speech
Mr. Sahil Shah and Mr. Krishna Sai were the experts who gave the expert talk to the students of
CE & IT. Mr. Shah explained what is startup? Why students should go for startups? What are the
various ways that students can do the startups? He also point out to that students must learn
various skills like Marketing, Management, Accounting and others which are required in
startups. He elaborated various difficulties entrepreneur may find while going for startup
projects.
Mr. Krishna is well known person in India for his revolutionary invention of “Tapash”, which is
footwear for the Blind person. He educated the students how he has done his start up. He
shared his experiences and difficulties he faced during the various phases of Startup.

Mr. Krishna Sai Inkoolu delivering speech
More than 80 students from CE and IT Departments had attended the program. The students
and Experts were invited to the high tea, both left us with a lot to thoughts and taught us more
things about the future scenario in the startups. The entire lecture was very enlightening and
triumphant, because it has ignited spark and hope of contributing towards motivating every
students to go for startups.

At the end of the lecture a Q&A session was equally interesting, in which students participated
whole heartedly. They were very much impressed by the questions put forward by the students.
Student participants and the speaker himself enjoyed the session thoroughly.
We are very thankful to Mr. Sahil Shah and Mr. Krishna for spending his valuable time with us
and sharing with us abundant knowledge. It was a proud moment for Prof. M M Goyani and
Prof. J B Baria had positively and successfully coordinated this important Motivational talk
with dedication, for the benefit of the students – beyond syllabus learning

